PRESS KIT

LAURIE CARDOZA MOORE
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT

As founder and president of Proclaiming Justice to The Nations, Laurie
Cardoza Moore is a voice of conviction in a wilderness of moral uncertainty.
She speaks the truth about Israel, Christianity, and America, and is a
watchman on the wall, speaking out on falsehood and standing for truth
from national media opportunities to her local schools in Williamson County,
Tennessee.
Laurie cares deeply for children and fights to make sure our next generation
of leaders are learning the truth about American history and Israel rather
than the lies perpetrated by left-leaning liberal perspectives. When she was
a homeschooling mother of five, she led the charge against falsehood about
Israel, the United States, and America’s Judeo-Christian history that she
found in her children’s schoolbooks in Williamson County. This led textbook
giant Pearson Publishing to make changes to the way U.S. history was
presented.

AVAILABILITY
•

Laurie is available weekdays and
evenings

The Taking Back America’s Children initiative is educating grassroots moms,
dads, grandmas, grandpas, and patriots about how to engage their school
systems for truth and how to rally like-minded citizens in their communities.

•

Central Time Zone (Nashville, TN)

•

Her Focus On Israel TV series has been featured on the Daystar Television
Network. PJTN programming, including a trio of Emmy-winning
documentaries, has reached a potential audience of 2 billion over 20 TV
affiliates and satellite broadcasters.

Available via phone, GoTo, or
Zoom

•

For interviews, contact Clem Boyd
at clem@infinityconcepts.com

EXPERTISE
ANTISEMITISM



ISRAEL IN THE MEDIA



ISRAEL





ISRAEL IN GOD’S PLAN

GRASSROOTS ACTIVISM IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS



ISRAEL IN THE END TIMES



JUDEO-CHRISTIAN HISTORY IN
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS



AMERICAN POLICY ON ISRAEL



HEBRAIC ROOTS OF CHRISTIANITY

WATCH



Watch Laurie’s interview on
Mike Huckabee’s program

Watch an episode of
Focus On Israel

CORE VALUES
 Supporting Israel and the
Jewish people

 Teaching truth about America’s
Judeo-Christian heritage

 Educating, advocating, and activating

WHO IS PROCLAIMING JUSTICE TO THE
NATIONS?

Christians to action

 Equipping the next generation of

The core mandate of Proclaiming Justice to The Nations is to educate
Christians on their biblical responsibility to support Israel and the Jewish
people. Proclaiming Justice to The Nations accomplishes that goal
through legislative and media engagement, equipping programs for
grassroots patriots such as the Taking Back America’s Children summits,
advocacy, and Proclaiming Justice to The Nations programming shared
on a global level to a potential audience of 2 billion.

American leaders

As president, Laurie Cardoza Moore is the standard bearer for the
Proclaiming Justice to The Nations’ initiatives, battling for truth and
fidelity to the biblical message about Israel and the Jewish people
and rallying like-minded Christians to do the same, from calls to
congressmen to school board meetings, social media, and whatever
means is required to ensure the truth is being taught to the next
generation of America’s leaders.

CURRENT TOPICS
•

Antisemitic actions such as the Boston Mapping Project

•

The rise in antisemitism

•

Accuracy in American textbooks regarding Israel, America, and
Christianity

•

Critical Race Theory (CRT) and other liberal education
directives

•

Local conservative grassroots engagement through Taking
Back America’s Children summits

CREDENTIALS
 Special Envoy to the United Nations on Human
Rights

 Honorary Doctorate Degree in Theology from the
Latin University of Theology

 Goodwill Ambassador to Israel Award by the
Israel Consul General of the Israeli Foreign
Ministry

FIND US ONLINE

 Top 100 People Positively Impacting Israel by the
Algemeiner, a global journal covering Israel and the
Middle East

 Friend of Israel Award by the Center for Jewish
Awareness

 Member of the Tennessee Textbook Commission

    

